“The Compound LLC.” is closely monitoring government policy changes, Centers
for Disease Control (CDC) guidelines, government mandates, and public health
advancements and will continue to make changes as necessary or appropriate to
our protocols and procedures.
Some recommendations for the intro.
We are closely monitoring the information from federal and state governmental agencies in addition to
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) regarding the coronavirus (COVID-19) crisis. We
will remain attentive and are ready to respond to changing conditions. The safety and wellbeing of our
guests and employees is and always has been our number one priority.

Health of Employee and Guest Measures
No Touch Thermometer
All guests will be screened for a mandatory temperature check prior to entrance into our
facility. Guests with a temperature above 100.4 will have a secondary screening and may
be refused service based on health factors. Our sales staff will greet guests at points of
entry with no touch thermometers.

No Touch Hand Sanitizer Dispenser
No touch hand sanitizer dispensers will be place at all around the facility during the
experience, like entrances and exits to the building and at the entrance of the main range
and VIP range.
The frequency of cleaning and sanitizing has been increased in all public spaces with
an emphasis on high contact surfaces.

Social distancing
Our Staff will greet guests with a contactless introduction.
Guests will be directed to service tables that will be placed at minimum 6 feet apart from
each other. On the range floor guests will be stationed at every other station.
Guests will be given an iPad to view products and if guest desires, they can make
purchases through iPad as well.
Sales staff will safely accommodate guests at a distance.

Signs for Touching Face
Signs reminding guests not to touch their face and wash hands will be placed throughout
the range. If a guest is noticed touching their face, they will discreetly be given a hand
sanitizing wipe.
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PPE
Appropriate personal protective equipment will be worn by all employees and guest
based on their position and responsibilities following state or local government
guidance. Each guest will be given a mask prior to entering onto the VIP range and
main range.

House Cleaning
Each table, terminals, firearm, shooting stall will be disinfected after each guest.

Guest Interaction Through Service
1. Entry procedures:
○ Sales staff will greet guest at door
○ Employee sanitizes hand and encourage guest to do the same
○ Employee takes temperature
○ Provides guest a mask
○ Directs guest to a table
■ Employee spaces guest at every other table
○ Provides guest iPad
○ Selects package
○ RSO is prepped
○ Employee Cleans iPad after use
2. RSO takes guest to main range for services
○ Another sanitizing station located at entry to range
○ Both guest and employee sanitize hands
○ RSO gives guest gloves as well as puts on PPE for themselves
3. Cleaning processes
○ Common area cleaning will be completed every hour
■ Bathrooms, sales desk, stalls, workstations, merchandise counters

